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Towards variable function-dependent sense ordering in future dictionaries  

Abstract 

The present paper deals with the relationship between sense ordering and the primary function of 

the dictionary, arguing that the former should reflect the latter. I give suggestions as to how this 

could be achieved in practice, and which sense ordering would best serve the different functions. 

Given that lexicography appears to be at an important crossroads, I claim that lexicographers should 

embrace more enthusiastically the potential afforded by new storage media. With regard to sense 

ordering I thus propose that we move beyond static ordering in electronic polyfunctional 

dictionaries of the future, to dynamically adjust the ordering to the currently dominant function. 

Another future possibility that I explore is that Artificial Intelligence systems in electronic 

lexicographic products could conceivably monitor individual users’ lookup behaviour and thus 

customize sense ordering on an individual user basis, for example by deprioritizing senses known to 

have already been acquired by the user, when in the text reception/decoding mode. Finally, I outline 

a programme of research to provide a more empirical basis for the above. 

1. Sense ordering in dictionaries 

The issue of sense ordering in dictionaries arises in those entries which have more than a single 

sense. Such entries have often been referred to in the literature as polysemous entries. When talking 

about polysemy, though, we need to be careful to distinguish between polysemy as a linguistic, 

lexical-semantic concept referring to hypothetical semantic properties of units of language, and a 

derived sense referring to an aspect of the dictionary (micro)structure. It needs to be borne in mind 

that a dictionary description does not necessarily match a lexical-semantic structure of a unit of 

language postulated by linguists. This is so because of the diverging aims of lexicographers and 

linguists: A good dictionary should be a maximally helpful tool for the target user in a range of 

problems and consultation situations for which it is being designed. In contrast, a linguistic 

description of a language is a model of language (whatever the terms ‘model’ and ‘language’ may 

mean within a particular linguistic paradigm). True enough, the two may sometimes converge for 

some dictionaries: those aiming to faithfully model some part of the lexicon; this, of course, would 

typically reflect a specific theoretical position regarding the nature of the lexicon. Such 

convergence, however, should be seen as an exception rather than the rule. All in all, given the 

above problems, it is probably safer to use the more neutral term multiple-sense entries when 
referring to lexicographic entities, rather than polysemous entries. 
In multiple-sense dictionary entries and within a linear lexicographic presentation space (see Figure 

8 below for an example of the non-linear alternative), a decision must be taken as to the ordering of 

these multiple senses. The decision as to which sense should be placed first is especially important 

in view of the available findings from research on dictionary use which indicate that dictionary 

users tend to stop at the initial sense given, unless they get a very clear signal compelling them to 

move on (Tono 1984; Lew 2004). In view of this marked preference of users for the first sense(s), it 

is fair to say that sense-ordering decisions have crucial practical implications for the success of 

dictionary consultation, and the issue of sense ordering itself deserves more attention from 

metalexicographers than it has received so far. 

Lexicographic decisions with regard to sense ordering typically follow several others, notably the 

grouping of presentation into discrete senses (witness the continuing debate between ‘lumpers’ and 

‘splitters’). Still, some decisions as to grouping and ordering may be interdependent. Even so, in 
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this paper I will try to focus on sense ordering per se, deliberately putting aside any related 
decisions with respect to sense grouping. I am aware that this is an oversimplification, but it is one 

that needs to be made at this rather preliminary stage of research into the topic. In the next section I 

will attempt a brief overview of the ordering strategies noted in the lexicographic literature. 

2. Overview of ordering strategies 

2.1. Sense ordering strategies 

Reference to a number of sense ordering strategies can be found in the lexicographical publications, 

including theoretical papers and the front matter of dictionaries; however, there are few systematic 

studies of the actual practice of sense ordering in published dictionaries. Still, what the occasional 

comments in studies focusing on other aspects as well as some introductions to dictionaries suggest 

is that quite often no uniform principles are in fact applied across all entries (see e.g. Jackson 2002: 

92). The principles themselves, however, have received some attention in the literature, which 

provides at least the following options with respect to sense ordering: 

1. chronological (historical) ordering 

2. ordering by frequency (usage) 

3. logical ordering 

4. textual/pragmatic ordering 

5. other local strategies 

The criteria assembled under the pseudo-category 5 above are of restricted, local use, in the sense 

that they tend to be applied to a subset of items and/or for only a few of their senses, and will be 

discussed last. First, the four global strategies listed above will be taken up in turn. 

2.2. Chronological (historical) ordering 

The idea behind chronological ordering is to have the senses ordered from oldest attested to most 

recent ones. The dating of the senses is usually based on the available citation evidence. This 

evidence, of course, is only as good as it is complete, and quite often it is far from complete, 

especially for the earlier periods, for which available textual evidence tends to be fragmentary at 

best. And, such evidence may be lacking altogether for those (quite numerous) languages which 

happen not to have a large and old enough body of written records. Chronological ordering tends to 

be the strategy of choice for philological, diachronic historical dictionaries. Even so, many amongst 

those dictionaries have opted for logical ordering instead, or a mixed system, especially if the 

ordering is hierarchical rather than flat, with senses being grouped at an intermediate level. Figure 1 

below gives an example from the online version of the Oxford English Dictionary.  
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Figure 1. Part of the entry for summit in the online version of the Oxford English Dictionary 
 

It will be observed in the Oxford English Dictionary entry that while the subsenses indicated with 
lower-case letters a., b., c. (as well as the citations under each subsense) can be claimed to be 

arranged chronologically, the sense groupings marked with roman numerals are no longer so 

arranged – the likely arrangement in this case is general-to-specific (for which see section 2.4 

below). 

Apart from historical dictionaries, traditional general monolingual dictionaries may favour 

historical ordering as well. A case in point would be the Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 
which in the preface (Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary 2004: 20a) explicitly declares its 

senses to be ordered historically. Interestingly, McCreary (2008: 1293) suggests that a reverse 
historical ordering might be a good policy for this particular dictionary. 

 

2.3. Ordering by frequency 
The principle of ordering by frequency (sometimes known as ‘ordering by usage’) calls for the most 

frequent sense(s) to be placed first in the entry. This strategy has gained popularity with the 

growing role of corpora in dictionary-making, in part because corpora can be helpful in assessing 

the frequencies of different senses and uses. Of course, there are issues with the objectivity of 

corpus-derived frequencies, since they can be rather sensitive to the composition of the corpus. 

And, while corpus-trawling software is quite effective at counting forms, it will not (as yet, at least) 

cluster senses, so a human lexicographer will normally still be needed to decide on which tokens 
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constitute which senses. This part of the job, being subject to human assessment, will carry the 

usual baggage of subjectivity with it. And, while in principle one could use linguistic criteria for 

polysemy such as the ones discussed by Cruse (1986; 1993), they are not always relevant to what is 

optimal sense structure in practical lexicography, even if time pressures allowed them to be used 

systematically. 

The strategy of frequency-based ordering has been embraced by monolingual English learners’ 

dictionaries, and it has often been claimed without much reflection or evidence that ordering the 

most frequent senses first gives the user the best chance of quickly locating what they need; but this 

is yet to be demonstrated, and I return to this issue below. Figure 2 gives an example of an entry for 

summit from an online version of the most recent Fourth Edition of the Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English. 
 

 
Figure 2. The entry for summit in the online version of the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary 
English, Fourth Edition 
 

As shown in Figure 2, the ‘political meeting’ sense is given first, presumably on the evidence of 

corpus-derived frequency; the promotion of this sense to the privileged first-sense position was 

probably first effected, and criticized, in the first edition of the Collins COBUILD English 
Language Dictionary of 1987.  
Learners’ dictionaries, however, are not unanimous in how much weight they attach to corpus 

frequency data, and they tend to look at other criteria as well. Furthermore, they do not all use the 

same corpora, so their evidence as to frequency may vary (cf. Bogaards 2008). Thus, an entry for 

summit in another popular English learner’s dictionary, the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary 
of Current English in its Seventh Edition reveals the ‘political meeting’ sense being given at the 

second, and last, sense of the entry (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. The entry for summit in the online version of the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary 
of Current English, Seventh Edition 

2.4. Logical ordering 

The idea that dictionary senses can be arranged in a ‘logical’ way presumes that there is such a 

thing as core or central meaning. Looking through the literature, several dimensions of logical 

ordering can be found, some of them in overlap, others in contradiction (in specific cases). For 

Moerdijk (2003: 285) logical ordering implies a hierarchical (as opposed to flat) sense structure. 

Logical ordering includes at least the following aspects: 

• from central/core to peripheral 

• from general to specific  

• from concrete (spatial, temporal) to abstract 

• from literal to metaphorical 

• from original to derived 

 

A few additional comments will be offered with reference to the above dimensions. The core-to-

peripheral principle is an important one in The New Oxford Dictionary of English (Pearsall 1998), 
which attempts to identify a core sense and list it first (followed by derivative subsenses). The 

general-to-specific dimension is related to William Frawley’s principle of semantic inclusion 
(Frawley 1989: 235). A good example of an entry arranged in this way may be the entry for summit 

in the The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition, given in Figure 
4. 
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Figure 4. The entry for summit in The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language 
(Fourth Edition, online version) 

 

Interestingly, James Murray (1888), the editor of the Oxford English Dictionary, argues in the front 

matter to OED that historical ordering actually is logical. Stockwell and Minkova (2001: 188), on 

the other hand, point to a parallel between logical ordering and frequency ordering. Such opinions 

suggest that there is a considerable degree of fuzziness in the category of logical ordering. 

In turn, Kipfer (1984: 103-104) seems to distinguish logical ordering from ‘psychologically-

meaningful’ ordering, giving the latter a separate section in her paper and recommending it as 

superior, but the actual differences are not at all clear to me from Kipfer’s work. 

2.5. Textual/pragmatic ordering 

This ordering strategy was proposed within the dictionary as text view (Frawley 1989). It postulates 
that senses are best ordered in a way that creates a progression from given information to new 

information, so that a dictionary text abides by the typical structure of texts in general. 
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2.6. Other local strategies 

This last category is a waste basket for such strategies that are only applicable to a subset of 

dictionary entries and/or senses. One of those is syntactic ordering, which dictates that senses be 

arranged based on their specific syntactic properties. This strategy would not normally be applied 

across the lexicon, but it could be used, on occasion, to order verb entries according to their 

complementation patterns, or arrange entries for grammatical words based on specific syntactic 

patterns of use. Other local strategies noted in the literature would be putting the senses applying to 

people in front of those applying to things; and neutral-connotation senses before marked (positive 

and negative) ones (Fraser 2008). This last criterion might be seen as a special case of logical 

ordering if we interpret the general-specific contrast as being instantiated in the opposition between 

unmarked and marked. A related opposition can also be recognized in the occasional tendency to 

push towards the end of an entry senses with restricted usage, such as those marked for currency, 

register and domain (e.g. obsolete, slang, or technical senses). 

2.7. Relevance of sense ordering strategies to bilingual dictionaries 

Just like for the majority of theoretical lexicographic writing, which is dominated by monolingual 

dictionaries, the above strategies have mostly been described with monolingual dictionaries in 

mind. When it comes to bilingual dictionaries, it seems that the above strategies might still be 

relevant as long as the sense structure is based on that of the source language of the dictionary. This 

is frequently the case when bilingual dictionaries are created by translating monolingual dictionary 

frameworks, not an uncommon scenario. 

On the other hand, the strategies outlined above may lose or change their significance in those 

bilingual dictionaries whose microstructural organization is built around target language equivalents 

(equivalence structure, Manley et al. 1988; target-language structure, Adamska-Sałaciak 2006: 66). 

I shall have more to say on sense ordering in such bilingual dictionaries in section 4.3 below. 

3. The quest for optimal ordering strategies 

3.1. Optimal sense ordering is relative 

The discussion so far prompts the question of whether a search for the best ordering strategy makes 

any sense at all. I believe that an expectation that a single strategy might be optimal in all 

circumstances is naïve and unrealistic. There are at least two important reasons for this. 

First, there is no good reason to assume a priori that the same sense ordering will work best for all 

uses of a dictionary; rather, the decision as to how senses should best be ordered ought to reflect 

(just as many other important lexicographic decisions!) the design function(s) of the dictionary. In 

fact, Kipfer (1984) already appears to be steering towards a similar conclusion in some passages, 

though she backtracks in the conclusion, proposing instead uniformity across dictionaries from 

different publishers in the interest of ‘serving the user best’ (Kipfer 1984: 108). In this contribution 

I would like to develop the idea of variable and even dynamic sense ordering and give it some 

substance. 

Second, experienced lexicographers are aware that, the benefits of a uniform dictionary stylesheet 

notwithstanding, some items are best treated in an individual way, as different lexicographic items 

may call for special lexicographic treatment. This sentiment is elegantly captured by Patrick Hanks’ 

(2006, personal communication
1
) principle of horses for courses. So, the best sense-ordering 

strategy may actually be … not to have a strategy, or, more precisely, to aim for item-specific 

treatment. 

Optimal sense ordering may depend on the function of the dictionary (for a background on 

lexicographic functions see e.g. Tarp 1992, 1998; Bergenholtz and Tarp 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005; 

Tarp 2008). For example, historical ordering in philological dictionaries may serve scholars in 
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language research, it is also a sensible choice in etymological dictionaries, since entries in such 

dictionaries are primarily about the development of words across time – see for example the entry 

for log in the Online Etymology Dictionary at http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=log, 

reproduced in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. The entry for log in the Online Etymology Dictionary 
(http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=log) 

 

In turn, the very popular English monolingual learners’ dictionaries in their majority tend to list the 

most common senses first. But, learners’ dictionaries (and not just them!) are typically 

polyfunctional: that is, they have more than one clearly dominant function. 

Sense ordering – and its relationship to lexicographic functions – take on new significance in the 

context of modern electronic media that lexicography is rapidly moving to. One exciting 

consequence of modern media is dynamic presentation of lexicographic data. Given that 

lexicography appears to be at an important crossroads, I would suggest that lexicographers should 

embrace more enthusiastically the potential afforded by new storage media, including dynamic 

presentation. Focusing on sense ordering, perhaps it could be made to suit the currently active 
function in dynamic presentation interfaces of (future) electronic dictionaries. It is this idea that I 

turn to in the next section, where different functions are presented as subsections. 

4. Function-dependent sense ordering: preliminary proposals 

4.1. Reception (text comprehension) 

We know from numerous user studies that text reception is the most common use dictionaries are 

put to. Let us take the case of English Monolingual Learners’ Dictionaries (MLD’s). Following 

Hornby’s (1965) recommendation, these dictionaries tend to follow the ‘most frequent senses first’ 

principle. Hornby’s argument goes as follows: 
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another problem is that of the order in which semantic varieties are to be placed. 

For those to whom English is a foreign language, those who are learning (not 

necessarily ‘studying’) English for present-day needs, the order in which 

semantic varieties are entered should perhaps be based on frequency rather than 

on historical principles. Such users of a dictionary are more likely to meet, and 

to need to use, words in their current senses. These are the senses, therefore, 

which should be entered first. (Hornby 1965: 106) 

The reason I have quoted Hornby extensively above is that his suggestion to use frequency ordering 

appears to have been taken to heart by many lexicographers, even though it is couched in somewhat 

tentative terms (‘should perhaps’). It should be noted that Hornby’s interests lay probably more 

with productive dictionary use (‘need to use’), which is discussed in the following section. Within 

the context of text comprehension, however, Hornby’s proposal is controversial, especially in view 

of the rather undisputed fact that the major users of MLD’s are relatively advanced learners. (And 

for a very good reason: there is a limit to which one can simplify foreign language definitions, so 
they must remain largely incomprehensible to lower-proficiency learners.) Now, my point is that 

such relatively advanced learners are quite likely to be fairly familiar with the most frequent senses 

of highly polysemous (and thus also frequent, by Zipf’s law) lexical items.  

In view of the above, if editors of MLD’s insist on being guided by frequency, there are other 

options to consider, such as listing medium-frequency items first. Other than frequency ordering, the 

general before specific ordering seems an interesting possibility for text comprehension purposes, 

as it can perhaps promote partial comprehension after exposure to initial (=general) senses. 

4.2. Text production; text revision 

Unlike for text reception, non-native speakers using monolingual dictionaries in text production and 

revision would probably be well served by dictionary entries ordered by descending frequency, and 

in this I agree with Hornby. The counterargument presented in the previous section about most 

frequent senses being already known loses much of its punch because what is often needed in 

production and revision are fine points of collocation and grammar, and native-like active mastery 

of words is reached far less easily than mere passive comprehension. Another independent point 

speaking in favour of frequency ordering is that it would be beneficial to assist learners in using 

more often just those senses and uses that are most frequent in native texts. After all, item overuse 

and underuse are problems that persist well into very advanced stages of foreign language 

proficiency. 

4.3. Text production and revision, translation into L2 with a bilingual dictionary 

With regard to bilingual L1->L2 dictionaries for foreign language production, if one is willing to 

agree with the sensible assumption that a person’s native language provides the most efficient path 

of access to foreign language forms (Piotrowski 1994: 78; Lew 2004), descending translational 

frequency could be used as a functional criterion for sense ordering, with the most frequent (cross-

textual) equivalent(s) being listed first in the bilingual entry, followed by less frequent ones. A 

similar argumentation applies to L1->L2 translation, of which the production of a natural-sounding 

foreign text is characteristically the most challenging stage. Text revision involves a varying degree 

of new text production, and in this respect it is partially similar to text production proper, but since 

the starting point is the target-language text, a reference work accessible through forms of that 

language would be comparatively more important. Here too, though, the ordering of senses by 

descending frequency seems sensible for reasons outlined above. 

Of course, it would be naïve to believe that all possible target language equivalents can be found, or 

placed, in dictionary entries. This is in principle impossible, since lexical choice is not just a local 
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issue, and depends on broader cotext and context which for the moment cannot be comprehensively 

accounted for in dictionary entries, at least in the current understanding of what a dictionary is 

(Piotrowski 2007). But I think we can make a fairly good start in the right direction by providing 

just those equivalents to translators that turn out to be most frequent translations in equivalent texts. 

There will be frequent occasions when such equivalents will work just fine, and at some other times 

the equivalents supplied may provide a useful departure in a search for other options. 

Once again: the above comments on bilingual dictionaries apply to text production, revision, and 

translation. In text comprehension the best equivalents may well be different: cognitive equivalents 

rather than translation or functional equivalents (for the distinction see e.g. Piotrowski 1994; 

Adamska-Sałaciak 2006: 101-106). 

4.4. Studying and browsing 

Studying and browsing might be described as serving cognitive functions (compare cognitive 

situations, be it communication-related or not, Tarp 2007). An important desirable outcome of 

studying and browsing is that they should result in lexical acquisition and/or knowledge acquisition. 

Here, logical (psychologically-meaningful?) ordering of senses suggests itself as a potentially 

promising option, since this kind of ordering could be conducive to lexical and knowledge 

acquisition. 

5. Towards an empirical basis for sense ordering decisions 

The above proposals for the best sense ordering solutions depending on lexicographic functions 

have to be viewed as very tentative. They are based on theoretical rationale, but, for the most part, 

lack any empirical basis; they are thus, at this time, little more than informed guesses. Before such 

recommendations can be given with any assurance, we need to have a rather more substantial 

foundation on which to build specific lexicographic guidelines and dictionary-making practice. In 

what follows, I propose some ways to pursue such an empirical basis. 

5.1. Text comprehension 

When it comes to reading text comprehension (dictionaries are only very rarely used in listening 
comprehension), we could propose user studies of lookup patterns in text comprehension recording 

the dictionary senses wanted. Such studies might ultimately take into account the role of two types 

of context: 

• the textual context of the text being read 

• the context of the dictionary text itself (e.g. neighbouring senses, sense indicators, various 

other aspects of entry organization) 

It seems that both these types of context might have an impact on the process of sense selection by 

the dictionary user. Of course, ‘the dictionary user’ is a carrier of a set of complex, stratified 

variables, and research design should ultimately take account of this. 

It might also be possible to capitalize here on the findings of existing research into vocabulary 

growth in language learners (both young and mature), as well as native speaking children, with 

implications for the relevant dictionary types. Data on vocabulary growth could fruitfully inform the 

sense ordering decisions in future dictionaries. 

In a recent paper, de Schryver et al. (2006) discuss evidence from online dictionary logs suggesting 

that, contrary to common claims, rare words are looked up just as often as frequent words. Such 

log-based studies are extremely interesting (see also Bergenholtz and Johnson 2005, 2007). In de 

Schryver et al.’s study logged records are available for the look-up queries which on the whole 
correspond to lemma signs; however, for the purpose of sense-ordering we would need finer-
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grained information. How, then, can we find out about the frequency of looking up specific senses? 

The good news is that, in fact, some existing electronic dictionary interfaces can potentially be used 

to trace such usage data without much modification. 

As an example, consider a menu driven interface of the online version of the Cambridge Advanced 
Learners' Dictionary (Figure 6).  
 

 
Figure 6. The initial entry for relate in the online version of the Cambridge Advanced Learners' 
Dictionary, Second Edition 
 

It seems that an interface of this form could readily be used to log data on looking up specific 

senses. In the online version of the Cambridge Advanced Learners' Dictionary, to go to a specific 
sense of a multiple-sense entry, the user must click on the sense of choice in an entry menu. Only 

then is the appropriate sense of the actual full entry presented on screen. These sense-selecting 

clicks of the user could be logged and then analyzed. It should, though, be borne in mind that the 

degree to which a sense menu like that in Figure 6 is affected by the users’ preference for early 

senses is likely smaller than a complete entry, because extremely short items in a list are easier to 

scan than full entries. 

Another popular English learner’s dictionary, the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 
(Fourth Edition) in its online version also affords an opportunity for the logging of sense lookups. 

In Figure 7 the entry for the verb run is reproduced from this dictionary. 
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Figure 7. The entry for the verb run in the online version of the Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English, Fourth Edition 
 

The mechanism here is different from that in the Cambridge Advanced Learners' Dictionary. The 
menu opens in a smaller separate pop-up window at the user’s request, by clicking on the word 

Menu which appears against a blue background immediately below the headword, next to the 

loudspeaker symbol which plays back the audio recording of the word’s pronunciation. When a line 

on the menu window is clicked, the main dictionary window in the background scrolls to the sense 

requested while the menu window remains in the foreground. From a technical point of view, the 

cross-reference is implemented through a client-side java script function, and thus does not send a 

unique URL request to the server. Still, the clicks are potentially loggable. 

An even more advanced idea is that perhaps empirical data from user behaviour could feed into 

sense ordering directly, that is, not through the cycle of user research informing new dictionary 

design, but more directly via an artificial intelligence mechanism built into the electronic reference 

work itself.
2
 Still, as long as there will be other reference works being designed, electronic and 

printed, explicit knowledge about user behaviour and its systematic analysis, including comparisons 

across different classes of users and uses, will also be needed. 

5.2. Text production 

As described above, based on the assumption that one’s native language is the most efficient access 

path to target-language items, bilingual dictionaries might use translation frequency for a language 

pair as a guide to sense ordering, especially in dictionaries adopting the target-structure approach to 

the bilingual entry. But how can we know which lexical units are frequent equivalents across texts 

in two different languages? One type of answer can come from modern corpus-based linguistics and 
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language engineering. Specifically, parallel corpora with sophisticated corpus-processing software 

can provide online information on the relative frequencies of different equivalents. This 

methodology can be traced back to Reinhard Hartmann’s early ideas (see e.g. Hartmann 1985), and 

one recent practical implementation for the language pair Polish-English which includes the 

creation of a large, carefully collected parallel corpus and automatic extraction and ranking of 

equivalents is Krynicki (2006). 

5.3. Cognitive functions 

Cognitive functions have been claimed to arise in the so-called cognitive situations; Tarp (2007) 

lists the following cognitive situations: 

 

1. while reading: the sudden need to get additional encyclopaedic knowledge in order to 

understand the text; 

2. while writing: the need to know more about a given topic in order to finish a text; 

3. during discussions with other people: the need to clarify a specific issue; 

4. during processes in the subconscious: the sudden desire to examine something; 

5. during dictionary consultation: the desire to know more about a specific topic; 

6. during preparation for specialised translation and interpretation tasks: the need to learn more 

about the subject field in question; 

7. in relation to a teaching programme or a course of study: the need to know more about a 

specific subject field; 

8. (…) 

Tarp (2007: 175) 

 

Naturally, this list is still speculative and open-ended, as the original ellipsis at point 8 indicates. 

Specific cognitive situations need to be described by systematically studying dictionary user 

behaviour in a variety of contexts. 

Psycholinguistic research on vocabulary acquisition might also provide a fruitful basis for fleshing 

out the details. For instance, online experiments are conceivable that would measure the priming 

effect of previous dictionary senses. Such research could potentially throw light on what it really 

takes for an arrangement of senses to be ‘psychologically meaningful’ (Kipfer 1984: 103-104). 

6. Customization 

The electronic age in dictionaries brings with it great potential for customization (see e.g. de 

Schryver 2003). Although, as far as I am aware, there has been no mention in the literature of 

customization of sense ordering specifically, such customization would make perfect sense in view 

of the preceding discussion of the relationship between optimal sense ordering and function. It is 

true that traditional paper dictionaries are often polyfunctional, if only because there is a practical 

limit on how many separate paper dictionaries can be produced: for example, there are very few (if 

any) complementary pairs of dictionaries for production and reception for the same language pair 

and direction, even though theoretical awareness of such a possibility has existed for some decades 

now (compare Iannucci 1957; Al-Kasimi 1984). Electronic reference works tend to be even more 

universal, but being universal as a product is no longer incompatible with tool specialization, 

because in an electronic product the presentation and interface can be dynamically adjusted. In the 

present context, customization in sense ordering can be relevant to: 

1. function specificity 

2. item specificity 

3. domain specificity 
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These three aspects will be taken up briefly below. 

6.1. Function specificity 

In polyfunctional electronic dictionaries, sense ordering could conceivably be adjusted to suit the 

currently active function, which in a broader sense could include aspects of the global dictionary 

use situation (context of consultation), the more local specific need, and the user profile. 

How would an electronic dictionary know which function to activate? There are a number of 

options open here. There might be a user-selectable option for the different pre-programmed 

functions. Or, the dictionary might take a more active role and interact with the user to determine 

the current function, for example, by presenting the user with specific prompts requiring feedback. 

Finally, in the long term, the dictionary might be programmed to adjust by monitoring a number of 

factors in the environment, such as what applications are running in the foreground (web browser, 

PDF viewer – text reception more likely; word processor – text production more likely) and 

peripheral device activity (mouse activity – text reception more likely; heavy keyboard activity – 

text production more likely). In this advanced mode of customization the functions would be 

discovered and switched back and forth in the background, as if behind the user’s back. Still, a user-

controlled setting to activate/deactivate this kind of Artificial Intelligence function switching would 

probably be a welcome feature.  

6.2. Item specificity 

Item specificity in this context refers to modifying the order of sense presentation according to 

specific dictionary headwords. For example, while in text-comprehension mode, the electronic 

dictionary (or some intelligent tutoring system of which the dictionary would form one component) 

might monitor its users’ lexical acquisition process and place first those senses which have not yet 

been acquired by a particular user. In contrast, senses known to have been fully acquired could be 

placed towards the end, or perhaps even filtered out from the display altogether. 

6.3. Domain specificity 

Domain specificity (see also Rundell, this volume) would refer to the adjustment of sense ordering 

according to the subject domain of the text that a user is working on. For instance, if someone is 

reading a text on astronomy, senses relevant to this domain could be prioritized. Further, in some 

situations it may be possible to pinpoint the single relevant sense, if a context is available (as in on-

line text reception) and a dictionary is able to perform intelligent sense disambiguation; or if the 

desired sense is specifically indicated by the advanced user (as in text production). 

7. Final comments 

In the world of electronic dictionaries, not all presentation interfaces have to be linear: one example 

of non-linear presentation using spatial arrangement of senses is the Visuwords dictionary illustrated 
in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. The entry for the noun summit in the online Visuwords dictionary 
 

Even in such non-linear presentation, the issue of ordering is not entirely irrelevant, as some objects 

(nodes) will still be more visually salient than others, and thus more likely to attract the initial 

attention of the dictionary user. Also, in a linear presentation on screen there is potential for other 

ways of indicating priority than ordering alone. One can vary font size, weight, colour rather more 

easily and more cheaply than on paper, not to mention dynamic visual effects such as various 

modes of highlighting or animation. 

One possible problem with the present proposal, and with dynamic presentation more generally, is 

the issue of dictionary users’ acquired habits. Humans get a sense of comfort from finding the same 

things in the same places repeatedly, and we must ask the question of whether a dynamically 

changing dictionary or other interface will not confuse users more than it will help them. This is a 

complex issue and to get satisfactory answers, longitudinal usability studies seem in order, to give 

users a chance to get accustomed to the new tool or interface, and thus examine long-term learning 

effects. Because, even though dictionaries are often consulted on an impulse, dictionary use is a 

recurrent activity and each lookup can shape future user behaviour. 
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Notes 

1. Patrick Hanks proposed this proverb as an alternative title to Michael Rundell’s presentation 

‘More than one way to skin a cat: Why full-sentence definitions have not been universally 

adopted’ at the 2006 Euralex Congress 

2. I am indebted to Włodzimierz Sobkowiak for making this suggestion 
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